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Technical information

Synopsis

Title: E.go

Subtitle: Inner problems in outer space

2D animation.

Comedy - Adventure - Sci-fi 

For young and adults (+16).

13 x 13’

XXV century. Humanity sails through an extravagant mixture of 
esoteric beliefs and pseudo-spiritualism. Aldo, a melancholic 
young man, feels out of place. There’s a new app that everone 
is using: E.go is the first self-talk software. It reads your 
character and produces an image of yourself you can actually 
talk to. A sort of introspective therapy. Aldo tries E.go but... 
system error! The ego of an unknown, ironic, strong-tempered 
girl appears. Aldo searches his lost ego, and he finds out it was 
not a system error but a hack. Someone hacked E.go. He finds 
the hacker: Leopol, an octogenarian cocaine-addicted man 
with lots of conspirative theories. And, strangely, a curious trio 
is formed: a melancholic young man, an octogenarian hacker 
and an ironic feminine hologram; a trio with a mission: to 
shake humanity up.



XXV century. Since we completely ruined Earth, we are in 
a space colony. And in this future humanity has slowly 
turned into a strange mixture of esoteric beliefs and 
pseudo spiritualism. E.go is the story of Aldo, a young man 
who tries –and fails— to adapt to the world around him; 
who is not able to feel what the rest say the feel, who can’t 
seem to have the intense and transformative spiritual 
experiences the others say they have, and who searches in 
vane for self-trust and confidence in the wrong places. In 
this future there’s a new app everyone is using. It is the 
first self-talk software. It’s called E.go and it can read your 
character, your aura, your… psycho-quantic… 
something… and produce an image of yourself you can 
actually talk to. Talk about what? Well… about yourself. 
Aldo had resisted the E.go hype but, sick of being out of 
place –and after a few too many Stuff beers— he finally 
tries it. But… System error!! Instead of his E.go, the image 
of an unknown girl appears! And if everyone else seem to 
find comfort in their E.gos, the one Aldo got is quite the 
opposite. Tina is ironic and she can’t stand Aldo’s solemn 
tone. She has her own personality, and it is a strong one. 

The story



With time she will become her best friend, because what he actualy 
needed was not a monolog but a dialog, not his own ego but a friend, 
someone like Tina, who can shake him up a bit. But at first she rejects 
her. What does it mean?! His ego is really a girl?! Or is it someone else’s 
ego?! Aldo searches for answers.
He founds out it was not really a system error. Someone hacked E.go! 
And that someone is… Leopol. Leopol is an old hacker. Hackers are a 
thing of the past; theirs is an ancient –almost extinct− trade. He’s a 
sloppy, cocaine-addict, old man that fights against a pseudo-esoteric 
world, tries to confirm his many –and extreme— conspiracy theories, 
and wants to reclut Aldo. Leopol messed with the E.go algorithm and 
involuntariyl ended up creating Tina, this AI that has become strangely 
autonomous. And so this strange and misfunctioning trio is formed. A 
trio that wants to shake humanity up a bit, and that embarks in missions 
they are clearly not ready to face. A trio that –barely— unites three very 
different personalities. Where Leopol represents the colony’s other 
extreme: conspiranoid, anarchist and inciendiary. Where Aldo finds in 
these missions something of himself he didn’t know: adrenaline, 
bravery; even if he clashes sometimes with Leopol and his extremism. 
And where Tina has some –and a bit sadistic— fun, witnessing the 
foolishness of humans, but where she also has to be the voice of reason, 
and take care of Aldo, since he generally sees things too late. Here, the 
Artificial Intelligence is the one with some good sense. 



Episode 1
Aldo wakes up in his Japanese style single-bedroom apartment, 
surrounded by empty cans of Stuff beer and with a splitting headache. 
We see his life, we notice how unenthusiastic he is, and how he feels he 
should be satisfied but obviously is not. Aldo goes out with his friends 
Lana and Milo (who advise him to use E.go), works out mechanically in 
virtual reality pods, and begins a voluntary position in Earthbucks. There 
he meets Seth, the manager, who is an example of perfect social 
adaptation and Aldo seems to look up to. After some bad experiences, 
tired of feeling out of place, he tries E.go. But… system error! The 
feminine ego appears. First interaction between them: a fight. A possible 
romance with a client from Earthbucks, who invites Aldo to her 
antigravity meditation class. But everything goes wrong: Aldo can’t 
focus, can’t meditate, he levitates without control unleashing chaos in 
the room.

Episode 2
Aldo searches his lost ego. The E.go Company has no answer for his 
problem. He goes out with Astro to a double date that ends terribly –and 
even a bit bloody. He is contacted by someone he doesn’t know. It’s a 
mysterious contact –similar to Morpheus contacting Neo in The Matrix 
but more clumsy and ridiculous. And then this person who is contacting 
him (later we will learn it is Leopol) appears as a giant fly on TV that talks 
directly to Aldo. Aldo is scared. He tries to talk with Tina, the feminine 
ego, again, and they don’t seem to get along, but, despite what Aldo 
wants to believe, what she says makes some sense. Lana gets Aldo into 
the casting for a movie about Sator’s life (Sator was the most famous 
gladiator, and Aldo is strikingly similar, at least his face, to him). Aldo 
starts to think this could be his big break, that acting and fame could be 
his things. This episode is also crossed by the story of the introduction of 
genetically modified iguana pets that end up mutating horribly and 
frightening the population of the colony.

Synopsis of the first 3 episodes



Epispode 3
Aldo advances to the second call of the casting for the Sator movie. He’s 
excited. He starts to develop some trust towards Tina. There’s still some 
conflict, but what she says starts to make sense to Aldo. After some 
strange interactions, Aldo finally meets the man behind the giant fly. In
the chaotic basement of a nursing home, surrounded by computer parts, 
he meets Leopol: a cocaine-addicted octogenarian man with lots of 
conspirative theories and the energy of a 30 years old man. Aldo, 
however, is not quite convinced of Leopol’s objectives. The romance with 
Fera, the yoga instructor, advances, but suddenly they receive an urgent 
message from Seth, who is passed out on the floor of Earthbucks, with a 
possible overdose. He then finds out that Fera is Seth’s ex-girlfriend, and 
she goes with him in the ambulance, leaving Aldo alone, who has lost at 
the same time an admired figure (Seth) and a romance. Tina, despite 
her nature, consoles Aldo.



Concept and treatment
In the creation of E.go’s universe, of course the biggest aesthetical and 
creative challenge is to represent the future. This is done mainly in the 
representation of the Elea colony, where Aldo lives.

It’s not a completely idyllically world, but it isn’t post-apocalyptic either. 
People work very little (because of automation and artificial intelligence), 
the basic needs are pretty much covered, and everyone has a lot of free 
time for cultural and healthy activities –and for their neurosis. Most parts 
of the colony are thus organized around leisure industries. However, the 
biggest problem in the colony is space. There’s a struggle for each square 
meter. The architecture is an expression of that problem, and it doesn’t 
leave much space unoccupied. It’s mostly an aggregative architecture. 
Parts attached on top or next to other parts. The inhabitants don’t usually 
have a lot of private spaces beside their rooms. Many of the living spaces 
are shared. Very often, the architecture is made of glass, transparent, and 
sometimes these aggregative buildings have very strange shapes. On the 
other hand, many of the interior spaces (and some of the exteriors) are 
oriental stylized, Zen (they remind Japanese interiors).

Since people don’t have many concerns related to basic needs, there’s an 
excessive attention focused on their interior lives. And, in order to 
decipher their inner self, they combine different kinds of stuff: a bit of 
astrology, some zen budism, transcendental meditation, a few sessions of 
pyschomagic, etc. Some of those strategies may make sense, but a lot of 
them are way too eccentric. And it is all mixed in a spiritual omelet where 
it is hard to distinguish what makes sense from what is ridiculous.



Concept and treatment
Money and work: In the colony, the legal currency are the Nirvanas. 
Each citizen receives an amount of Nirvanas each month, that cover their 
basic needs. People can also decide to work (to “volunteer”). Automation 
and AI made most of human jobs unnecessary. There is however a system 
of rotating, voluntary jobs, not too demanding or long, that award extra 
Nirvanas, in order to get privileged seats in cultural spectacles, home 
redecorations, meals at sophisticated restaurants, etc. And specially to 
expand and consolidate their living quarters. One works only for 
privileges, not for a living.

The Coliseum: There, some inhabitants of the colony enter each day, 
wearing masks, and attend fights to death between gladiators and 
animals (or rather genetically engineered creatures that combine animals 
and famous fictitious characters). One can become a gladiator, and the 
admission is voluntary and secret. Whoever survives one year as a 
gladiator has access to a big, comfortable house. The coliseum is the place 
where a society a bit too relaxed goes to blow off some steam and express 
some violent impulses. SATOR was the most famous of all gladiators. He 
died. His face is identical to Aldo’s.



Concept and treatment
Urban transportation: Every transport is public transport. There are no 
privately owned vehicles. There are two kinds of transports. First, you have 
some individual smart scooters, that drive themselves and circulate 
constantly through the streets. One can simply take one and use it. Then, 
there are the shared smart cars, also self-driven, and that can also be 
requested anytime (there are fewer cars than scooters).

Illustration: There’s a strong accent on light, it participates dramatically. 
It is not always realistic; it rather serves narrative purposes. Reflections are 
emphasized to give an ethereal and technological image of the future. 
The palette tends to fuchsia and blue (neon environment). It’s a vibrant 
palette. Backgrounds are developed with great depth and detail in order 
to provide lots of information about this future society. Characters have a 
minimalist design, with a retro futuristic wardrobe. The stroke is thick, 
comic style.

Sound and music: There’s lots of glitches and other sounds related to 
techonolgy. Vehicles and drones produce a sliding sound as they move. 
Except for the coliseum, you won’t find loud sounds in the colony. Diegetic 
music tend to emphasize spirituality (ethinc music, Gregorian chant, 
relaxing sounds, etc.). Extra-diegetic music relates to Aldo’s inner life, it 
has a rather classic and melancholic feel (mostly piano music).



Creators

Raimundo Fernández Mouján studied philosophy in Argentina and 
France, and has combined philosophy with photography, script writing 
and editing studies. Since 2012 he works as creative director in the 
production Company El perro en la luna. He is the co-creator of two 
animation series in development: E.go and Luna and the Great Dane. 
He has worked as head writer for different series and transmedia 
formats.

Sebastián Mignogna is an audiovisual producer with more than 20 
years of experience. He has produced 8 different animation series, 
among them La Asombrosa Excursión de Zamba (6 seasons, more 
than 120 episodes, 2 Emmy nominations).



State of the project

E.go received a development fund from INCAA, which allowed us to
advance with the art, treatment, the complete dramatic arc, the
bible, and the first 5 scripts of the series. We are now in talks with
possible international partners in Germany and Canada, and we
aim at producing the first season of the series next year.



Intention letter

E.go was actually born of a dream. Literally. Not like a “I have a
dream…” metaphor. Someone –one of the creators, Raimundo—
actually had a particulary strange yet narratively coherent dream,
and begun to work –toghether with the other creator, Sebastián—
on a story suggested by this dream. But as work continued and
enthusiasm grew, E.go became much more: a great way of
displacing and exgerating some aspects of contemporary life, and
so to think about our present and, specially, to laugh at ourselves.
The core of E.go’s narrative –the trio—seemed so funny and
relatable, and at the same time the futuristic context allowed to
represent the action in a way that always appeard to echo
something of our present. And so E.go became something that HAD
to be done. Tons of research went into imagining the future –talks
with architects and urbanists to imagine the colony, weeks of
reading about automation, artificial intelligence, etc. Serious
research, but also stupidly funny stuff that came out while working:
those where the elements that produced the E.go universe. E.go
gave us a way of talking about our world in a way we feel our own
and at the same time universal. It gives a way of reflecting on our
present without being too solemn. We believe E.go is a unique,
uncomfortable, funny, and sometimes even existentially
deep story, that can appeal to an international audience, that can
interest and amuse anyone who is living, let’s say, an urban life in
the western world. We think E.go really fits with the present. We
want to make it. We are going to make it. And we want to do it with
international partners.


